
Report Club Trial Bodkins Bank Mow Cop Near Congleton  Sunday 29th May 2016 

It was unusually good weather that greeted the select few who climbed up to the local beauty spot 

between Stoke and Congleton for a rare Manchester 17 ‘Club’ trial on Sunday. This long reverted to 

the wild coal mining site at Bodkins Bank usually offers only grip-less goo, some broken down dry 

stone walls and steep grassy bankings for hazards but Sunday was different. Hard work draining the 

swamp and evicting the resident alligator population by the club added to the brilliant weather 

produced 10 decent sections spread over about a mile of all off road going with brilliant views over 

the Biddulph valley thrown in. So with 2 routes and a 50 – 50 option the small entry had plenty to 

work up a sweat on – and sweat most certainly did. 

Mitch Brightmore was one who didn’t seem to notice the warmth and revelled in the technical 

sections to get a very clear win over Dad Chris as the only riders taking on the 100% hard route. 

Mitch especially showing his skill on the very tightly marked infinitely gripy steep shale bankings 

which made sections 6, 7 and 8. Dad - Chris still managed to push Mitch on the natural steep sided 

stream section 5 where they dead heated on 11 a piece although it was Chris’s strength avoiding 5’s 

that made up the difference. 

The 50% hard route found Andy Hipwell having to fend off rising star Tom Shepherd with just the 

rocky steep sided stream section staving off a youthful defeat of the ever enthusiastic Gas Gas UK 

man. The third and youngest member of family Brightmore Ashton took his little wizzy Beta to third 

in front of Inter Nick Humpreys where the steep banks of section 10 made all the difference. 

Steve Carthy seems to have found his perfect bike in the Jotagas and could do no wrong on Sunday 

to take best on the not so easy course on 7. Mat Burrows made a welcome return to 2 wheel trials 

and except for a ‘daft’ 5 on number 7 would have stolen Steve Carthy’s glory ending the day on 9. 

Ray Wheaver was just a dab adrift on 10 with Phil Combes his usual steady self on 13 and Paul 

Clowes enjoying a very local ride ending the day on a mere 20. 

Results: 

RIDER CLS BIKE CC ROUTE TOT 

Mitchell Brightmore YB GasGas 125 H 20 

Chris Brightmore EXP GasGas 300 H 31 

      

Andy Hipwell 40+ GasGas 250 50 6 

Tom Shepherd YC Scorpa 125 50 11 

Ashton Brightmore YC Beta 80 50 20 

Nick Humpreys INT Beta 300 50 23 

      

Steve Carthy NOV Jotagas 300 E 7 

Mat Burrows NOV Beta 250 E 9 

Ray Wheaver 40+ RWS 250 E 10 

Phil Combes 40+ GasGas 200 E 13 

Paul Clowes NOV GasGas 250 E 20 

Chris Beech NOV Beta 250 E 24 

James Chaddock NOV Sherco 250 E 24 

Andy Abraham 40+ Beta 250 E 26 


